NAME: _________________________________________________________________

PLEASE PRINT

STUDENT ID #:  _________________        CLASS:  □ FR □ SO □ JR □ SR □ TRANSFER

SPORT:  _______________________  MAJOR:  _________________________________

E-MAIL ADDRESS:  ________________________________________________________

PLEASE PRINT

TELEPHONE NUMBER:  (        ) ________________________________________________

I understand that as a student-athlete, I represent Delaware State University at all times and must uphold the university’s code of conduct as reflected in this manual and will encourage my fellow students to do the same.

Furthermore, I understand that it is both the responsibility of my ASSA academic counselor and myself to define academic/career goals, and in developing an academic plan which supports these goals, and that the ultimate responsibility of attaining my educational goals are mine. In addition, I understand that I will contact my respective ASSA representative as soon as possible should I require assistance in addressing a situation that may negatively impact my educational obtainment at Delaware State University and my responsibility to NCCA.

SIGNATURE:  __________________________________________________________________________

STUDENT-ATHLETE

DATE:  _____________________________

A copy of this Policy and Procedure manual will be reviewed during the Student-Athletes Academic Eligibly meeting, and is provided for your review either on Blackboard and/or on the ASSA webpage. Student-athletes are required to comply with these specific standards.

ASSA reserves the right to modify or amend this policy. The Office of ASSA should be consulted for clarifications of the provisions of this policy and procedure manual.